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About This Game

The year is 21XX and The Gang of The Paradox was exploring through another galaxy to find the pit of the paradox. After a
battle, instead of finding it, it came to them.

Play as Ivan, aka The Green Hare, the navigator of the gang in a Endless Runner!

Features:

6 Stages

4 Bosses

3 Different Modes

Completely forgettable story
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Title: Hare
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Zelun, Tio_jolo
Publisher:
Zelun
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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+ Inventory.
+ Different weapons.
+ Fun for first 10 minutes game.
+ Steam cards :D

- I had to turn off gamepad because stupid glitch.
- Ugly graphics and animations.
- Extreme short. (25min to complete game)
- No ending, outro.. A fun, little side scrolling shooter that puts you in the 8bit shoots of a cop turned hitman in search of
revenge for his brother, enjoy my short video..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tZAaRwoBtFY. Anti Europa Universalis grand strategy game. I love it. It only has one flaw: the AI is way too
aggressive and at the end there are only 2-3 superpowers left.. I Love this game,It's great fun,The controls take a bit of getting
used to,Unless you have driven a WWII tank before.
Despite being early access it plays very smoothly.. Short: Recommendation bonus if you enjoy 80's style grid-based RPGs such
as the early Wizardry and Might and Magic series or if you enjoy games with that retro feel such as Dark Spire or Class of
Heroes 2G. If this is unfamiliar, then read on to see if this game may be a good fit for you.

Warning: The game is untraditionally balanced and is not for everyone. If you go in with modern RPG expectations and are
unwilling or unable to adapt, you will be disappointed and\/or frustrated with this game. This game will slap this expectation in
the face in the first couple encounters. You can reduce the probability of luck playing a role in your victories by grinding some,
but this game presents many tools in combat and many encounters are like tactical puzzles that you'll need to solve before you
can survive consistently.

I'm still playing through this game and am deeply appreciative of the developer's responsiveness and taking into consideration
suggestions and tweaks. I look forward to future products that they produce.

Noting points, whether they are pluses for some, minuses for others or neutrals.

Controls:
* Use a full-sized keyboard and mouse to control the game with nearly every option accessible by a key alone
* Keybindings cannot be reassigned at this time, so a mouse is strongly recommended if you do not have a full-sized keyboard
with number pad for the NumPad Plus or NumPad Minus to adjust attributes at creation and level ups
* If you're using a gamepad emulator such as Pinnacle Game Profiler or Xpadder, I would recommend assigning to WASD (or
QZSD) for movement and mouse controls at a minimum ~ other options such as Escape, Enter, as well as the letters A through
D may be convenient as well
* There does not seem to be a strafe option at this time, but can get through without it

Gameplay:
* Create up to twelve adventurers, deploy six party members at a time including one that looks kind of like an Arnold-style
Conan
* Choose from one of six classes (knight, paladin, archer, thief, priest, sorceror) with one of four races (human, elf, dwarf,
gnome), one of four face portraits per race and gender combo and assign attribute points among seven attributes
* Level ups have random health and spell point gains based on influencing stat, allow for three attribute points to be assigned,
and award new skills or spells depending on the class
* Options to quick save and load in most locations on most screens
* Navigate first-person through dungeons, moving one square on the map grid a time, engaging in combat and dialogue,
managing party and inventory
* Combat options allow for moving party members into or out of melee range individually or all at once, waiting or protecting
allies, using melee or ranged attacks, using spells, fleeing, using other abilities and possible others that I'm forgetting - to
succeed in this game, it is strongly recommend to take advantage of as many of these options as possible while adapting to
enemy tactics
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* Combat is turn-based with each character taking a turn per round with the ability to postpone their turn toward the end of the
round
* At least 50 save slots in-game, if not more
* Sound effects match most actions
* The music has been intermittent in my game, such as a discovery scene, quest reward scene or the sound of a battle that just
turned grim
* Occasional game crashes and bugs, but the developer has been communicating regularly with the community and addressing
these issues

Aspects that I enjoyed\/opinionated in addition to the above points:
* Enjoyable art style with realistic art for most portraits and strong contrast on most other aspects that may have a comic-book
feel for some

Untraditional Balance and Modern RPG Expectations Expounded:
* The beginning area is a tutorial area with shockingly high damage values, however, once you adapt to the mechanics, you may
be able to easily run through this beginning area without any deaths or the need to save (though saving is recommended in case
of an unexpected crash) -- armor does make a difference, but most importantly, positioning can prevent enemies from attacking
altogether
* Dipping your toes into the next area can lead to brutal defeats and force you to scrounge for all your options to counter fear,
counter silence on your casters, denying archers clean shots to your healer, changing your leader to a faster character to order
people into a safer position or sometimes going as far as leveling a new party member to counter situations in those areas
* Sorcerors in most fantasy games have easy access to ranged attack spells - this is not initially true and sorcerors may fare
better in melee range until you have more runes or until you're a higher level where you do have those rune-free ranged attack
spells
* Initial combat positioning is not static and misreading a situation can and will get you killed - do not assume that your
character in the bottom portraits is out of melee range, double check their movement choices and portrait for cues

ESRBish\/Content Advisory:
* Mostly nude outline of a spirit woman with no nipples and some enemies in busty garments
* Some art with female cleavage - do not recall if there are any bare chested men or man nipples
* Random chance of fighting some violent leopards and you may need to kill them or reload if you do not like hurting animals,
even virtual ones
* Lots of brawling in the streets and in different establishments
* Ability to break into a woman's home where she sits up in bed startled... just before returning somethings precious to her
* Well drawn undead and some scenes depicting villagers being terrorized may instill images of unrest in some
. Crashes a lot.. Well worth it, cool ships and alot of customs + standards. is not like what the ad shows and not worth buying.
even if it was free I doubt id play it. poor game. Excellent game.
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If you see this on a sale and you have a low end PC then this can be a decent amount of fun. The game has a lot of potential - if
a little thought would be put in to it - at the moment it is very boring.
* For instance - Why collect mushrooms to simply cast them at the ghosts? Why not rather have them appear randomly at the
start of the game and the player has to collect them to move on (a maze style game), or something like that.
*The spellcasting is really dull and plain - difficult to work with too. Rather devise a FPS\/RPG-style approach and add a
spellbook and maybe staffs and\/or wands. Add different elements maybe and categorize the spells there under. Along with the
spells requirements and energy\/mana usage,
*Lastly all the ghosts look the same, move the same speed, and pretty much attack in the same way... This makes the game
become very repetitive, very soon! It also makes the wave\/round speed incredibly long, especially in such a huge environment.
Give the ghost and or maybe even other types of enemies a bit more charateristics.

*** Other than that I like the graphics, and the gameplay as well as the environment (could use a little more upbeat theme music
and more variety of theme songs, just to up the pace of the game as well), the game really has potential...

Just a few thoughts on what I would like to see in an update, then I would gladly recommend it and be happy that I paid for it..
Cute little game. Kinda short, and I wish they explored the puzzles more, but it is what it is I guess. A little anti-climatic.

Though having sprint work by holding down the thumb-stick does not work, and the dev's should fix that for controllers. Also
their no option to disable controller vibration.. It establishes an eerie mood, making you feel vulnerable to what lurks in the
shadows. It's more a jump n run than a puzzle game. The design and style are obviously inspired by Limbo, but it does add that
special "umpf" to the formula that makes it stand out from other Limbo-like games. It's fun, mysterious, scary and quite a
challenge! http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=604574953 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=609664931 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1580496151 Unlocked all achievements!. You know the sad thing
about this game is that it is now dead. was a great concept and great FPS for low end PC's but now?
Literaly no servers and well it's gone.
The once beautiful game i knew is gone.. Game seemed OK. Took a few hours til I mostly won easy standalone missions.

Tried single player campaign. Mostly won the first few. Then it seems impossible. Can't improve players stats. Cant figure out
how to earn money to buy better players. The other teams are faster, tougher, stunned for less time etc. Then its not possible to
win. The interface is confusing and no guides or docs exist. uninstalled.

Forums are dead. No support.. Pros:

+ A free platformer with truly challenging gameplay that feels fresh.

+ Includes variety of unique levels (from everyday kitchen to dark underground sewers) that get increasingly difficult.

+ Beautiful hand-drawn animation and visuals. Each level comes with its own unique visual theme, with amazing effects like
lighting and particle.

+ Simple yet adorable playable character. You play as a water drop navigating variety of obstacles to reach each level's end
zone.

+ Thanks to science, you are granted with the ability to change from one state to another (depending on your environment). For
example, in order to reach high places, you can touch a steaming hot pipe to convert yourself from liquid to a puff of steam that
float upwards. But your journey will end soon if you go on forever without any replenishment.

+ If the previous point is somewhat complicated, just remember you have a very cute personality.

+ Inspiring soundtrack reminded me of World of Goo.

+ It can be one of those games that feel rewarding (if you manage to overcome its difficulty and shortcomings). Or it can be a
very rage-inducing experience.
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Cons:

- Framerates tend to drop during certain levels. For a game like Drop Alive, this is quite odd. I suspect lack of optimization in
different places.

- Some levels exhibit questionable level design. These often lead to frustrating moments that require you to try the same
obstacles over and over again.

- Sluggish controls. Combined with unpredictability in framerates, some questionable level design and checkpoint system, you
will be getting a game that is both challenging and ridiculous.

- Settings menu does not work. For example, I could not change the resolution. There's not a lot to customize in the settings
menu either.

- Other issues like bugs. A known example that I encountered is associated to that one particular achievement which was
mentioned before by other users at the Community Hub page.

Summary:

Do not underestimate the 'free-to-play' label on this game and expect to complete it easy and fast. Drop Alive is unexpectedly a
hardcore platformer. Personally it's one of the most difficult games I have played. Unfortunately, I'm not really happy with
some of the factors that made this game 'difficult'. But at the end it felt immensely satisfying after I managed to complete it.
Drop Alive is known for its charming vibes with unique visuals, a cute little character and great soundtrack, but with some
frustrating moments along the way. Give it a try !. I bought this downloaded and got a fatal error every time i tried to play it.
WTF give me my money back
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